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students' rights
to evaluate
faculty explained
By Julie Henderson

happy with it." Strauss agreed,
saying it was ineffective since it
was not heeded anyway. Faculty
with high ratings were released,
Ask the leaders of the students, while some with lower ratings
faculty or administration, and remained.
different answers will be given.
Dr. Davis Scott, chairman of
David Strauss, Student Senate the Faculty Senate, feels it is
president, called for immediate unfair to say the "faculty was
action at a March 22 joint anti-student evaluation." The old
meeting of faculty and student system was simply abolished
senates. He advocated forming a because it did not accomplish the
committee within four weeks that basic purpose — to improve
would define guidelines for teaching.
departments to set up systems of
evaluation. The motion, however,
Dr. Scott has a slightly dif
was not acted on. Strauss says it ferent interpretation of the
is L'(.cause the faculty has no Minnesota State College Rules
concept of time.
and Regulations, basis for most
discussion in this area. He in
Another proposal would be for terprets the rules to mean all
the Student Senate to allocate rights and duties are divided into
funds for the distribution of major and participator. Usually
evaluation forms to all students. the duties major for faculty are
It would be compiled, then participatory for students and
published and distrbuted to vice versa.
students as kind of a consumers'
guide. After all, "when you take a
Minn. Reg. SCB 804 listing
class, you want to know you're participatory rights for students
taking it from a competent says "students shall participate
teacher," Strauss said.
in the following: a) development
of college regulations relating to
Strauss cited studies praising curriculum, the evaluation of
student evaluation; one from instruction..."
Harvard, which says current
ratings of faculty correlate with
However, Minn. Reg. SCB 752,
those of graduates, and an AAUP covering major responsibilities
study, which states student of faculty refers to "the
evaluation is the "single most recruitment, recommendation,
important means to improve and evaluation of faculty
teaching."
members and the development of
college regulations relevant to
The Faculty Senate abolished faculty promotions, tenure, ap
the old campus-wide systems of pointment dismissal, grievances,
evaluation last quarter because salaries and leaves."
What are MSC students' rights
as far as faculty evaluation go?

About 400 showed up to hear Arthur C. Clarke expound on space technology implications and
applications. He is famed as a science-fiction writer and also is an English scientist. There were
approximately 250 empty chairs.
Photo By Jeff Carter

$1,500 convo speaker
attracts 400 people
The Convocation and Per
forming Arts Committee spent
three-fourths of its $2,000 budget,
April 17, for a convocation at
tended by approximately 400
people. Science fiction writer,
Arthur C. Clarke, one of two
speakers sponsored by the
committee this year, was paid
$1,500.
Explaining the committee's
program, Dr. Delmar Hansen,
chairman of the committee,
admitted they must use caution
when contracting a speaker such
as Clarke. With a budget of $2,000

they cannot afford a mistake, he
pointed out. According to Hansen,
the Student Senate allotment
of only $2,000 makes program
ming difficult.

1,000 people attended the con
vocation. MSC, which shared the
cost with Concordia and NDSU,
paid only about $330.
Comparatively, Jack Baker,
Minnesota Student Association
president at the University of
Minnesota, was paid about $60 for
his expenses by the SUPB and the
Student Senate. He drew an
audience of 600.

This year the committee
decided to bring in two relatively
well known people rather than
four less expensive and more
obscured speakers, he explained.
Vine Deloria Jr., author of
Joseph Ehrenberg, who was
' "Custer Died for Your Sins",
appeared here during American sponsored by the SUPB to read
Carl Sandburg, was heard by 45
Indian Week. He was the other
convocation speaker. Nearly people but was contracted on a
percentage basis at no cost to the
SUPB.

"neither student nor faculty was

(continue on Page 2)

GOP involves
7th District youth
By Barb Eiden
Concern for youth involvement
in the 7th District was em
phasized over the weekend by the
support given congressional
candidate Richard Hahnen at the
Republican district convention at
Fergus Falls.

support from Cass, Crow Wing
and his home county Douglas.
Haaven expects to work closely
with youth in his campaign
against Rep. Bob Bergland, DFL
incumbent.

Hahnen's entire campaign
Coming out of the Clay County paved the way for future youth
convention, some students had participation in the district
little hope for successful par Republican party. The 25 year old
ticipation at the district level, but senior at Concordia College
the general feeling here on the received support "from the
part of party regulars and youth students presenting delegates
alike was one of reception and with "Hahnen for Congress"
brochures, T-shirts, buttons and
cooperation.
posters.
About a dozen student
delegates were represented from
Concordia president Joseph
the 28 counties of the 7th district, Knutson led a demonstration of 60
with the majority from Cass, (primarily student) enthusiasts
Douglas, Becker, Crow Wing and after delivering a stirring
Clay counties. The students did nominating speech in Hahnen's
not bloc vote as some speculated. behalf. Hahnen polled 27.5 of the
Jon Haaven, the 38 year old delegates votes. More impressive
newspaper publisher from was the vote of confidence and
Alexandria who eventually won appreciation expressed by the
the nomination, received a delgates as they nominated him
-(continued on page 2 )
considerable percentage of youth

Jon Haaven, speaking, and Richard Hahnen, student at Concordia, a candidate.

Photo By Carolyn Muska
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FOR SALE

1965 Chevy Impala 2-door
hardtop, 327 automatic, purple
with black top, clean, good
condition. Best offer. Rod
Thiel, Dumont, Minn. 612-2872240.

BUD'S
ROLLER RINK
233-2494
Junction Hwy. 10 & 75

make it
happen

evaluation
(continued from Page 1)
So, while he sees the students'
right to evaluate, only through
systematic evaluation will there
be a say in tenure and this in
directly.
Also, Reg. 804 is partly fulfilled
by students participation on
CC&I, admissions, and
graduation committees.

THEATER LOUNGE
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY—640 Sg. f t . DANCE FLOOR

ON STAGE THIS WEEK:

|The Professionals!
4 GUYS AND A CHICK
T7*

n

±

T\

IhetiyomDm

THE COUNTRY

PLAYBOYS

The Faculty Senate, when
abolishing the old system,
"encouraged" departments to set
up new systems.
Because a new MSC con
stitution is being written now, a
"number of things are out of line
...we are biding our time trying to
work out things in it."
Dr. Scott also feels the current
system, left up to individual
departments, is not out of line
with the rules and regulations,

We're having a
Book Sale
u p t o 7 0 % OFF

The

BOOKSTORE

As your business
grows, maybe
your trucks
should shrink.
It's basic math. More business, more trucks, more fuel and
maintenance. If you're expanding, may we offer this small
suggestion: the Datsun Pickup. It delivers up to 25 miles
per gallon. It reguires less maintenance simply because
there's less to maintain. Yet it hauls the goods just like any
other self-respecting half-ton in town. The Datsun Pickup
is America's number one selling import truck. Pure and
la
simple. Drive a Datsun... then decide.
'
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

since the level of evaluation is not
specified.

Republicans

President Dille agrees part of
the hold-up in college-wide
evaluation is the writing of the
constitution. Since student
participation will come through a
committee and the constitution
will set up the committees, the
new constitution will have to
come first.

(continued from Page 1)

President Dille sees the rules
and regulations as calling only
for participation in setting up the
program. If it was decided to
eliminate all students from there
on, the decision would be legal.
He hopes, however, that "we will
devise a good systematic student
evalatuion."
Feb. 28, Dr. Dille sent a memo
saying "each department
chairman is to prepare in writing
a statement of departmental
procedures for involvement of
students in faculty evaluation
and for consulatation with
tenure-faculty in regard to
granting tenure to or termination
of non-tenure faculty in the
department. This statement is to
be filed in the Office of Academic
Affairs."
Such statements on file are
avail able.to students, butthre are
very few. Strauss sees this as
another indication of the failure
of the present system, but Dr,
Scott says it is because the
statements called only for
procedure on tenure and few
departments have worked out
this procedure.
Dr. Robert A. Hanson, vice
president for Academic Affairs,
agrees the old system was un
favorable to all. He prefers the
system some departments are
using now, selecting fifteen
students at random from a given
class for interviews by the
department chairman regarding
the teaching in that class.

from the floor and elected him
alternate delegate to the national
convention.
Students were represented in
the alternate delegate race by a
high school student, a vo-tech
photographer, the state college
Republican chairwoman from
Bemidji State College and MSC's
Jack Meeks, Walker, MN, junior.
Merlyn Valan, 45, a rural
Comstock farmer, found students
very willing to talk and listen. He
was imprssed by their openness.
His son Matt, a Moorhead High
School senior, won additional
respect when he spontaneously
ran up to the podium to second his
father's nomination, an act which
moved many delegates.
The attitudes of the delegates
reflected the party line. There
was considerable emphasis on
the part of the guest speakers
putting student concerns in good
light.
Compatibility and similarity of
concerns was stressed by Ann
Armstrong, National Republican
Com m itteewom a n.
Smoothing of possible dif
ferences and singularity of a
purpose to beat Berg land was
stressed throughout the con
vention.
Students not participating in
the process as delegates were
also welcomed. As one delegate
put it, "It is heartening to see
such endurance and lack of
shortsightedness at a Republican
convention. Perhaps with young
people like this, who are willing
to sit through and try to un
derstand the process, this party
will become the party of the
youth."
There was little or no feeling of
paternalism or condescention
from the older Republicans. "
As a Lake of the Woods High
School senior said, "When the
race for support from the new
voters is over, students will have
to stand on their own record. So
they better get out and make
one."

"SKS? BOOKS
STOP SWAP SHOP

Dakota Book Exchange

From

9 South 8th St. — Fargo
9-5:30 p.m. except Sun.
232-9813

$150
. *vj

• 2gs-B8o°

They used every passion
in their incredible duel!

these two rings nestle as if
made for each other - which
they are. From our matchless
selection of wedding sets.

Datsun prices start at $2,100 complete
A Hal Wallis P r o d u c t i o n

F-M Automart
3151 Main, Fargo
Phone 237-3352

Vanessa

Glenda

Redgrave•Jackson
Mary,

64 Broadway

Queen of Scots
A I NIVhRSAI. RKI.I-.ASK•TKCMMrOI.OR*'I'ANAYISIOV
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entertainment

stage band show makes for exciting production
By Michael Schall
Starting slowly, settling you back in your seat, the tempo
builds and the faces behind the horns puff like tomatoes in late
summer. Hands are moving knees bouncing, heads bobbing
and swaying, horns, strings, percussion, voices, faces, and
moving bodies all make for an exciting production. Each note
that flees the stage grabs a part of your body and when it stops,
back to your seat.
There is a chance to hear this music for yourself when the
stage band presents their spring concert in the Center for the
Arts auditorium on May 3 at 8:15 p.m.
I talked to Owen Clark, the director of the stage band, about
the spring concert.
ADVOCATE: What were the goals you set for this year and
are you reaching them?
Clark: When we started the year I stated that I would like to
do a wide variety of stuff, that I wanted to get into every
possible avenue of music that we could. That goal has not been
realized yet, the main reason being the lack of good music. For
example, we wanted to get into the Latin American idiom. We
played through some charts and they just weren't well enough
written. It wasn't worth the band's time to rehearse it. We
have expanded the range of sound through the addition of
string players and voices. This should come to a peak for the
spring concert. There is a variety of music we will be doing for
the concert that we have, because of circumstances, been
unable to do before.
ADVOCATE: Would you like to tell me a bit about the spring
concert?

Above Stage Band Member Steve Burns, Alanta,
and plays congas. Photo By Becky Kent

GA junior, sings out. Burns is also the group's dance

Clark: I think it will be a very different spring concert then
they've had here before. The MSC stage band has always been
noted for being not only a good musical organization but a very
showy group, very entertaining to watch as well as listen to. I
don't think that has changed any this year. The clapping and
dancing that goes on on stage is spontaneous and comes from
having fun in the making of music.

same old Tiny makes appearance
By Jon Anderson

Most of these things seem not to have affected Tiny, though. Me still
carried a shopping bag with a ukelele inside wherever he goes, he still
The Tiny Tim of 1972 is still the same ever-gracious soprano singing
blows kisses to everyone, and, above all, he is still in love with Miss
wonder who took the world by surprise in 1967..
And that's qOTte a feat considering what he's been through. Tiny was Vicki.
an overnight sensation singing a nymph-like song, "Tiptoe Through
Sporting a broken heart painted on his right cheek, Tiny proclaimed
the Tulips," in 1968. Two years later, before a live national television at a Moorhead press conference, "I love her more now than ever. The
audience, he married 17-year-old Miss Vicki, who is now working on problem was she wanted freedom, to have some good times." He
divorce proceedings, claiming Tiny is $20,000 in debt.
added that "s-e-x," as he puts it, was a factor in Miss Vicki's depar
ture.
For a man whose music is strongly influenced by the past, he is very
aware and excited by today's hits. He buys many current records
because he enjoys them and, "It makes me feel like I'm 16."
Although nobody seems to know for sure, Tiny is definitely no 16. He
says he's had long hair and a soprano singing voice since 1953, making
him at least 19, but more likely in his forties.
The man who made his national debut on Rowan and Martin's
"Laugh-In" has alwyas been known for his abnormal appearance and
actions, but inside there are many conservative ideas. He is strongly
outspoken against nudity, abortion, drugs and new morality in
general.
He is also a rabid opponent of sex education, pointing out that there
have been more divorces since recent sex education books became
popular. He even thinks his own marital problems may have been
caused by some of these books.
Tiny, who constantly makes references to Christianity in his con
versation, is a very humble fellow. He blames himself when audiences
are unreceptive and he feels obligated to do his best wherever he
sings.

Tiny Tim strikes a familiar pose as he signs autographs after a nev
conference at the F-M Hotel last Wednesday. Photo By Hal Veiiine

Asked whether Moorhead audiences had been unreceptive or not,
Tiny rolled his eyes, pushed back his long curly locks, and answered,
"They've been wonderful."
It seems, though times may be changing, there will alwyas be Tiny
Tim — with his shopping bag, his ukelele, a flurry of thank yous and
another year of life, hidden somewhere under his hair.

programming
to continue
this summer
For those of you who have had
the traumatic experience of
spending your summers in the
Fargo-Moorhead area and face
that prospect again this summer,
you will be happy to know that
someone will be looking out for
your interests so that you wont's
go crazy from boredom.
According to Student Union
Program Board President Gail
Ward, West Fargo senior, there
will be a Summer Program
Council that will be in charge of
setting up and carrying out
programs for summer school
students at MSC.
Although the council will rely
on SUPB funds for its program, it
will maintain an independent role
in that it is only responsible to the
Comstock Memorial Student
Union Committee and the Union
director.
An organizational meeting of
students who are interested in
serving on thecouncil will be held
at 7:30 p.m. April 24 in the SUPB
conference room. When
organized the council will consist
of one co-ordinator and four
chairpersons (music, recreation,

special events, and the arts).

mnnrhond
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advocate
will begin
Guarneri String Quartet concert Tuesday next week
entertainment
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The Guarneri String Quartet
will play a concert of Schubert,
Kirchner, and Dvorak at 8:15
p.m., April 25, in the Center for
the Arts Auditorium. Student
tickets for this, the final Series
for the Performing Arts program
of the year, are on sale in the CA
box office for $1 with activity
card.
Since its New York debut in
1965, the Quartet has recorded
over a score of albums for RCA
Red Seal, and has given hundreds
of concerts both in the United
States and abroad. Time
magazine has hailed their
"seasoned, settled style": "Its
tone is unfailingly rich and clear;
its mastery of the ensemble form
is so complete that even when
performing with as experienced a
musician as Pianist Arthur
Rubinstein its relative youth as a
quartet is not at all apparent."
The program for the Guarneri
Above is the Guarneri String Quartet that will be appearing at MSC string Quartet's appearance here
includes Schubert's String Trio in
April 25.
B flat, Leon Kircherner's String
Quartet No. 1, and Dvorak's
String Quartet in C Major.

LEARN TO FLY
$ 10.00

237-5305
HECTOR
FIELD
FARGO

T-SHIRTS, JACKETS
IMPRINTED

-- R H O U R

OF SOLO

"Better Stamps Since 1885"
i

"peir$0
<u(f6er Stami 7U<vJz&.
Ph. 701-235-5347 — 64 N. 4th St. — Box 1344
Fargo, North Dakota 58102

AVIATION, INC.

Waldorf Liquors
718 Main, Fargo
First Package Store Across
the Bridge on Main Ave.

A Challenge to
graduating seniors
Willing to work, with the am
bition and drive to get ahead, but,
lack of good steady jobs and ex
perience are keeping you from
fulfilling those ambitions.
We offer an opportunity to fulfill
your ambitions.
Earn a five figure income an
nually in Mobile Home Sales, with
many fringe benefits and the
chance to manage your own sales
lot..

Off-Sale SPECIALS
Going On Always

No experience is necessary, your,
best qualification is you^
willingness to work.

OPEN TILL 1:00 A.M.

Box 2985
Fargo, N.D. 58102

For further information, write:

CHALLENGE

Music, dancing, food, and
various other goodies will all be a
part of this year's Spring Fling
May 1 to 4.
It begins May 1 with a genuine
May Day festival. National
customs will be depicted along
with a maypole dance performed
by Miss D. Ellen Cromwell's folk
dance club. The latter is still a
tentative date.

Did you know the Air Force
has an agreement with MSC
that offers a course of study at
NDSU which provides an
opportunity for qualified male
or female students to earn a
commission as an officer in
the U.S.A.F. in two years?
Assure yourself of an in
teresting, challenging, wellpaying job after graduation!
See the A.F.R.O.T.C. Staff
at the NDSU Old Fieldhouse or
call 237-8186 for information.

The Theater of Communities
that was here fall quarter has
broken up since then. But the
three guys who were in it, Gary
Parker, John Stout and Robert
Rosen, will be back May 1 and 2.
They will be conducting group
sessions in imporvisational
theater and acting games — kind
of a sensitivity session and acting
class combined. These will be
held in the Comstock Memorial
Student Union and in some
classes.
They will also give one per
formance in the theater of in
volvement tradition.
There will be free popsicles and
a pie-eating contest on the af
ternoon of May 3.
There are two choices for the
evening of May 3 — a Stage Band
concert in the Center for Arts or a
poety reading in the Union
Ballroom by Robert Hayden.
Albert Mikesh and his or
chestra will be in Union
Ballroom, May 4, playing polkas,
waltzes and other wonderful
tunes from 9 to 12 p.m. For those
not too light on your feet,
teachers will be available for
instruction in the finer points of
life.
On one of these four days, the
Spur Tapeftes will be going
around to the parking lots to wash
windshields — free!
Spring Fling is intended to be a
time for students to loosen up and
have a good time. There's
something for almost everyone,
so go crazy.!

HUNGRY?
Try One Of Our
Combination
Lunches
If you want more than just
a sandwich but not a full
meal, any one of our
six delicious combination
lunches is sure to satisfy.
Prepared fresh in our
kitchen, all lunches include
golden french fries and
choice of salad.
Open 24 Hours
Hwy. 75 & 1-94
Moorhead
1-29 & West Main
Fargo

COUNTRY KITCHEN

We Can Xerox

ealw

mien
Take stereo 8-track anywhere
as long as you take Toyo's portable
8-track cartridge player. Speakers
give great stereo sound and separation
and also play in closed position.
Choice of automatic or manual pro
gram selection. AC adapter included;
batteries and 12V DC adapter optional.
TOYO CH-314

464.95

115 South 8th Sf..
Moorhead 233-7516
Open Evenings Monday thru
Friday

TEAM

Term Papers &
Thesis For You
While You Wait

ASSOCIATED ARTS
110 5th Street South
Moorhead - 236-6154

Sinkler Optical Co.
LATEST STYLE
GLASS— FRAMES — SUNGLASSES

236-5048

BROKEN FRAMES REPLACED
LENSES DUPLICATED

ELECTRONICS

Serving This Community
Since 1947
Eighth Street Professional Center

1022 S. 8

...

.
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report given on Center
STARTS
FRIDAY

T h e r t r e

\ <TH 4 MOAOWAT • FAtGO «

FIND OUT YOURSELF
IWHY EVERYONE'S TALKING ABOUTA DFFFEREIMT KIND OF LOVE STORY

(x|

NO ONE UNDER 1& ADMITTED

TURN ON THE
HI-FI.

A progress report on the New1
Center was presented to the
Faculty Senate by director,
David Johnson, at their meeting,
April 12.
President Roland Dille in
troduced Johnson to the Senate
and Johnson proceeded to explain
what has been accomplished thus
far involving the New Center or
the School-within-a-School.
First and formost, Johnson
said they "know more about what
they don't know about" the
Center. Right now they are
meeting with
high school
counselors in the FargoMoorhead area and interviewing
students. Interest seems high as

indicated at Moorhead High
School when 30 of the 30 students
approached asked for ap
plications.
Johnson anticipates a full
range of potential in his expceted
150 students. There will be
representatives of the lower as
well as the higher ranks of the
current graduating classes, men
just out of the service, students
who have been working since
graduating and those that have or
are in the process of getting a
degree from vocational-technical
schools.
Recruitment of faculty is also
on the current agenda. So far
they have one firm committment

FOR A $ 179.95
RECEIVER WITH SO
WATTS, ITFE GOT LOTS

SO HAVE I.
LET'S TURN
OFF THE
LIGHTS.

Johnson stated they are looking
for people with a broad variety of
experience, high quality
academic preparation, and
'exciting', provoking per
sonalities.
The Center will be housed in
Murray Commons with total
accesss to the main dining rooms,
and the smaller conference
rooms. They will be sharing the
facility with the Social Service
Department.
A summer workshop of five
weeks will be held for the whole
faculty and staff in July. It is to
be an orientation to the workings
and ideals involved in this new
approach to education.

IT£ NOT WORKINS,LET'S TURN
OFF THE LIGHTS.

IT'S GOT FETFC IN THE
FM FRONT END FOR
TOP SENSITIVITY AND

from a prospective faculty
member. That is from our own —
Emil Kochis, assistant professor
of Physics. Other prospective
members were interviewed this
last weekend.

IT HAS AN EXTRA WIDE
TUNING DIAL WITH AN
OVERSIZE TUNING METER.

SO HAVE YOU.
LETS TURN
OFFTHE
LIGHTS.

There are still problems to be
resolved by the people involved in
the Center, Johnson readily
admits. Evaluation of The Center
and its approach is first on the
list. Since there will be no class
structure as such, but in
dependent meetings of students,
faculty, and outside resource
people, there must be a type of
evaluation to determine credit
standing and to base grades.
The greatest emphasis of the
Center is on career exploration
and the students concept of
himself in regards to a career.
The first two weeks in The Center
will be devoted to getting to
know
each student, his
knowledge and experience, so the
faculty will be better able to lead
him to the quality education
anticipated by the directors of the
programs.

SO HAVE YOU.
LETS TURN
OFF THE
LIGHTS.

CiD PIONeeiTNEW SX-424 50 WATT AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER
The SX-424 is the perfect control unit for your hi-fi set
up. We can build a complete,
quality stereo syb
system
it?, qudiiiy
around it for about $250.
Come in and hear the fabu
lous sound of this all-in-one
stereo receiver today.

179"

CAROLINE
S3SO
ALSO FROM 2O0
WED. RINO 79
MAN'S RINO 125

Choose a Keepsake Diamond
Ring . . . crafted in fine 14K gold
and set with a guaranteed perfect
diamond. Registered and pro
tected against diamond loss, too.

itereelcind

brookdale shopping center/moorhead,minn./236-9400

208 broadway/fargo, n.d.7232-2589

AQUARIUS
$323 TO S3SO
WCO. NINO

407 demers/grand forks, n.d./775-4693

"The Store With A Gift"

Wimmer's
Jewelry
410MAIN, FARGO
232-20M
OPEN EVENINGS BY
APPOINTMENT
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editor's
notes
There are those who feel the AD
VOCATE should not have played up the
article on marijuana in last week's issue.
These people feel the article "creates a
bad impression of the college."
The ADVOCATE has a responsibility to
present all the news and events of the
college. And we have an obligation to "do
some digging" and find out not only what
is good about MSC but also write about
the problems here.
Trying to ignore the problem of pot is
like trying to ignore the poverty in many
parts of the nation. We can't pretend
these problems don't exist.

advocate
Paul Sullivan, the Mass Com
munications instructor who meets with
the ADVOCATE staff on Thursday
evenings, feels the paper must present a
straightforward view of the college lest
the paper lose its credibility.
The same people who feel the AD
VOCATE "should watch it" are the same
people who feared MSC would be
damaged by articles in the old Mystic in
the late 60's.
Back then, MSC President Roland Dille
was asked at a Ballard Hall rap session if
the Minnesota legislature would cut any
funding on the sole basis of articles
printed in the Mystic. He said em
phatically that they would not and that
the quality of educafion at MSC speaks
for itself.
There are some who feel the AD
VOCATE does not present enough
coverage on various problems relating to
the nation in general. We do at times and
will continue to do so when the events can
be related to MSC students. The recent
activity in Vietnam forced us to take a

letters to the editor
To the editor:
Hypocrisy seems to dominate
the American psychic.
I wonder about this campus
with one eye open, and I see
people speaking of the im
portance of racial harmony; they
want people to live in economic
and social equality.
Five minutes later, I see the
same people turn into racial
bigots when they are with their
"own kind."
I see a food-service complex
which is run by a private profit
maximizing organization that
won't repay people for the food
they don't eat.
I see people who see the foodservice complex and think that in
reality, it is a non-profit, collegeadministrated service.

I see a Student Union that looks
like Buckingham Palace with
halls wide enough for motorcycle
races.

I see students in their uni-sex
garb paying "mandatory" fees to
pay for the Union.

I see an Et Cetera Shop selling
I see students who have to items in small volume con
"sneak" food out of the tainers, which is about as
"Palace," because they don't economical as a car with a hole in
seem to have the money to buy it's gas tank.
I see many other things with
some.
I see students who live in one eye that could not be ex
another "Palace" that was pressed in 300 words.
I open the other eye and shut
designed after an apple pie.
I see Alumni to return to their the first,and I see one of the most
Alma mater and who look at the advanced, liberal and highly
students and say "look at those academic institutions of higher
horrid students in their uni-sex learning in the state.
I see brilliant professors who
garb! Don't they appreciate the
wonderful Comstock Memorial are dedicated to the ad
Student Union 'we' payed for?" vancement of knowledge.
I see an over-worked college
I see students in their uni-sex
president who takes time out
garb paying "mandatory
from his busy schedule to meet
with students on a individual
moorhond
basis.
I see as much "good" with this
eye, as I saw "bad" with the
other.
Before it can be considered for publication, any story or feature material
I open both eyes and I see too
turned into THE ADVOCATE must be: a) typewritten on one side of paper only,
many people with one-eye shut.
b) with typewritten lines 65 spaces wide andC) triple spaced between lines. An
Donald Thompson
original and two carbon copies must be turned in. Noon the Monday before is te
deadl ine for material to be publ ished Thursday that same week.
Persons submitting letters-to-the-editor should limit them to 300 words or
less..
ADVOCATE Staff
The Moorhead State College ADVOCATE is published weekly by Moor-head
State College, Moorhead, Minn., during the academic year, except during
quarter breaks and vacation periods. Opinions expressed herein are not
necessarily those of the college administration, faculty or student body.
Editorial Offices are located on the ground floor, northside, Student Union.
Phone numbers are 236-2551 and 2552. The ADVOCATE is printed by Lakes
Publishing Co., Detroit Lakes, Minn., and printed in Hawley, Minn.
Bruce Ellingson, Editor
Jeff Carter, Chief Photographer
Steve Webber, Sports Editor
John Shonyo, Entertainment Editor
Beth Swee & Jim Bart, Copy Chiefs

Tom Hintgen, Editorial Editor
Webb White, Advertising and Business Manager
Tom Lundquist, Publisher
Staff Members: Barbara Allen, Ryan Bakken, Gail Bancroft, Donna Bart,
Vicki Bertrand, Phil Blanding, Steve Bond, Julie Henderson, John Kingrey,
Greg Kleven, Kathy Kraft, Jennifer Lee, Sue Loeck, Dave Martin, Ken Miller,
.Gerri O'Neill, John Rowell, Sandra Steger, Dave Strauss and Delaine Sundahl.
Photographers: Pat Gerlach, Don Haagenson, Kafhy Johnson, Carolyn
Muska, Michael Schall, John Shonyo and Mike Zirbel.

want
ads
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: Want
agressive young men, age 21 or over,
to explain retirement programs to
Minnesota teachers. Must be
capable of working without close
supervision. Possibility of future
full-time employment after
graduation. FOR INFORMATION
CALL: (218 ) 236-1048 after 6 p.m.
weekdays.

EDITORIAL
PAOF

stand on that issue and I presented my
views in the editorial.
As has been said in the past, all MSC
students are welcome to write letters to
the editor. If you feel we are ignoring a
certain topic, write and make your views
known.
It is impossible to cover all the news at
MSC — but we try to cover the major
topics of interest and also investigate and
come up with interpretive articles. We
try to cover our stories from the student
point of view. For instance, coverage of
the political conventions is written from
the student viewpoint.
The ADVOCATE simply wants to tell
what is going on at MSC. Mature in
dividuals who read the ADVOCATE will
realize the college is not about to
crumble because of the problems here.
These people realize there are in
dividuals who are trying to meet these
problems in an open-minded fashion.
Tom Hintgen

potpourri
By DAVID STRAUSS
Student Body President
Guess who's leading the fight on Capitol Hill to legislate lower
minimum wage standards for teenagers?
Yes, your kind of place, that home of fine cuisine, McDonald's, is
providing the financial backing to push this key Nixon legislation
through Congress.
This legislation, if enacted, would set the minimum wage standards
for youth at $1.20 an hour, youth defined as anyone 21 and under.
The rationale for such legislation seems to be three fold: I — youth,
being less productive that adults, should be paid less;. 2 — the
legislation will put more people in the work force; and 3 — young
people only work for pin money and are not dependent on their earning
power.
One can now see how advantageous this legislation would be
regarding McDonald's earning power. It would permit McDonalds to
stuff their monetary coffers at the expense of thousands of youth
across the nation working at subsistence wages.
My rebuttal to these arguments is that such legislation is
discriminatory against youth, since all American workers have an
economic and moral right to share adequately in our nation's rising
productivity.
Secondly, under the new legislation, employers would be hiring
youth at a minimum wage resulting in the displacement of many
working family heads.
If the employer can pay teenagers lower wages for the same amount
of work, it will raise their profits and multiply adult unemployment.
Thirdly, ask any college student if he or she feels that their earnings
are for pin money with the rising costs of tuition, books, fees and living
expenses. To think that 18 to 21 year olds work for pin money is a false
assumption.
The House of Representatives will be the first body to deal with this
legislation. A letter sent to Congressman Bob Bergland (Moorhead
office, P. O. Box 866), will probably help him to realize the clout of the
youth vote in this district in the November election.
Lastly, the next time you gulp down a McDonald's hamburger, think
of the discriminatory lobby effort financed with McDonald's dollars.

v
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Snarr Hall presents Steve Briggs in the New Coffeehouse April 24 at
9 p.m. Admission is Free.

entertainment

The Series for the Performing Arts will present the Guarneri String
A senior art show by Jennifer Beall, Stephen Nelson and Nancy Quartet, April 25 in the CA Auditorium, at 8:15 p.m. Admission for
Wendtlandt will be exhibited in the CA'S Arts Gallery from April 17 MSC students with ID is $1.
through April 28. The show consists of prints, paintings, sculpture,
Dr. C. Thomas Cayce, grandson of the famous clairvoyant Edgar
ceramics and graphic design.
Cayce, will present two lectures April 25 on the topic "Psychic
Research Today". The first lecture will be at 4 p.m. in Biology Hall
Poetry and Arts Festival is scheduled for April 20 and 21 in New Auditorium; the second at 7:30 p.m. in the Union Ballroom.
Coffeehouse as part of Black Expression Month.
"Night in Harlem", will be presented at 8 p.m., April 25 in the New
Coffeehouse. Benefits from the film will go to research of Sickle Cell
The MSC Theatre will present "The Last Sweet Days of Issac",
Anemia.
April 20, 21 and 22 in the CA Auditorium. Admission is 75 cents with
SUPB Recreation committee is sponsoring a foosball tournament.
MSC ID. Curtain time is 8:15 p.m. nightly.
The singles will be held April 26 and the doubles April 27. For further
information call 236-2265.
SUPB Films presents "Flash Gordon and Friends", April 21 in the
New Coffeehouse at 8 p.m. Admission is Free.
SUPB Films presents "The Great Dictator" starring Charlie
Chaplin April 26 in the Union Ballroom at 7:30 p.m. Admission is 50
cents.
SUPB presents Dick Asm us in the New Coffeehouse April 22 at 9
p.m. Admission is Free.
There will be an open chess tournament held April 22 and 23 in the recreation center.

Lazy Bill Lucas will be appearing in the New Coffeehouse April 27
and 28 at 9 p.m. nightly. Admission is Free.
A Black Dance is scheduled from 9 to 12 p.m.m., April 27 in the
Com stock Memorial Student Union Ballroom.

SUPB Films presents the 'Black Cat' in the Union Lounge, April 23
at 7:30 p.m. Admission is Free.
All students that are interested in summer programming are invited
to attend a special summer programming meeting to be held April 24
in the SUPB conference room. The meeting will begin at 7 p.m. For
further information call 236-2264.
The Freshman English Film Series presents "Miss Julie" in Hagen
105 at 6:30 and 8:30 p.m. The film is open to all students and admission
is Free.

Graduating
Studentsi
You don't have to wait to buy that new
car at Muscatell. We have a special
financing plan for graduating seniors.
We also have a Summer Skip Pay Plan
for present teachers where you don't
have to make any payment during
summer months.

Our School Horses are Highly trained and available for lessons in all
areas of horsemanship.

BASIC ENGLISH A/U* WESTERN PLEASURE

* EQUITATION
* BARRELS
- JUMPING (HUNTER./JMMPER)- CALF ROPING
- DRESSAGE
* TEAM ROPING
* REINING
* GIRLS BREAKAWAY
* POLES
* ROPING
* BULLDOGGING
RODEO STEERS ANO FRESH CALFS AVAILABLE - JACKPOT WCD.KIITE
HEATED INDOOR ARENA-OUTDOOR AREA-ON 190 ACRES FARM^^5
A Miles S. of Forgo on Hwy.8|,rt. I J4»MLle> at Salem. Chunch, -293-6323

wr* JOE COOL
TAKES A CAB

cm» CITY CAB
233-1354
NO METERS

weekly
calendar
CALENDAR FOR: APRIL 20 — 26
Thursday, April 20
4 p.m. — Panel Discussion:
TIMOTHY X, Topic: "Everything
You Wanted To Know About Blacks
and Were Afraid To Ask"— Ballroom,
Union.
6:30 p.m. — Homecoming Meetin,
Open to all — Room 202, Union.
6:30 p.m. — IVCF — Murray
Commons.
7 to 9 p.m. — Student Recreational
Swimming (Free) - Nemzek
7 to 9 p.m. — Student Recreational
Swimming (Free) — Nemzek Pool.
8 p.m. — LSA Meeting — Room 226,
Union.
Friday, April 2)
All Day — Delta Zeta Convention —
Union.
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. — WRA Convention Room 212, Union.
7 to 9 p.m. Faculty-Staff Swimming
— Nemzek Pool.
/ toll p.m. Poety 8< Arts Festival by
UBS — Coffeehouse, Union.
8:15p.m. —MSC Theatre Presents:
8:15 p.m. — MSC Theatre Presents:
THE LAST SWEET DAYS OF ISAAC
— CA Auditorium.
Saturday, April 22
8 a.m. — ACT Examination — East
Reading Room, Library.
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. — Graduate Record
Examination — Hagen 105.
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. — Delta Zeta
Convention — Rooms 202 and 210,
Union.
All Day — WRA Convention —
Ballroom, Union.
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. — Chess Tour
nament (Open to all) — Rooms 147 148, Union.
Noon — Open discussion on
Canoeing: "Week Long Trips in No.
water*" —
Room, Union.
Sunday, April 23
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. — Chess Tour
nament — Faculty Dining room, 147
and 148, Union.
2 p.m. — Sims Meeting — Room 210,
Union.
3 p.m. — UBS Presents Children's
Workshop — Ballroom, Union.
Monday, April 24
4 p.m. — Student Senate Meeting —
Senate Chambers, Union.
6:30 and 8:30 p.m. — Freshman
Film Series: "Miss Julie" (Open to all
— free) — Hagen 105.
7 p.m. UBS Panel Discussion —
Ballroom, Union.
Tuesday, April 25
7 p.m. — Spurs Initiation — Ownes
Lounge.
Wednesday, April 26
10 a.m. — Convocation: MANUEL
CARRILLO, Direc. of Spanish Sir
Named
Americans —
Weld
Auditorium.
1 p.m. — Baseball: MSC vs. U. of
Minn., Duluth — Moorhead Field.
4 p.m. — Sims Meeting — Biology
110.
8:15 p.m. — Recital: Corrine
Erickson, Piano — CA 130.
9 p.m. — Gary Joiner (IVCF) —
Coffeehouse, Union.

(ane
Qion

For more information call us at

293-7500
and ask for one of our financial
officers OR BETTER DROP IN
AND FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF.
OPEN MONDAY THRU FRIDAY TIL 9, ALL DAY SATURDAY

MU
1617 Main Avenue, Fargo

Dial 293-7500

Traveling music via 8-track
is yours at a great TEAM price in this
auto tape player. Handsome, com
pact design permits underdash or con
sole installation for true 8-track stereo
listening pleasure. Limited quantities.
AUTOMATIC SSS-2595

99.95
TEAM
rv:
ELECTRONICS
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the shadow do!
By Timothy X (Ordinarily)
If the reader should detect an abrupt shift in style from previous
columns, fret not. For, you see, THE SHADOW and I have a secret
deal for Black Expression Month. I shall not reveal what he has to do,
poor fellow.
But a part of my obligation is to "ghost write" his column for this
issue. Poor me? On the contrary! THE GHOST is delighted to write for
THE SHADOW and is honored to have been asked.
Most shadows may appear to be blackish; and if my Halloween
experiences mean anything, most ghosts are whitish. So, too, THE
SHADOW is Black and THE GHOST is White. Yet, aside from the skin
tint, many things separate the two of us.
Although we both are native sons of Illinois, he is from the "Windy
City"; I am from the prairie. He knows the ways and idiom of the
slums; I known barnyard expressions and what goes on down behind
the barn. He is young; I am not to be trusted. He has been described to
me as a radical freak; I am a reactionary pig. He is a miserable
student; I am a brilliant professor. (Look how easy it is for one's bias
to hand out!) And so on.
What is the point? Well, the farther apart two people are in terms of
age or race or cultural background (or economic or political or social
or whatever), the more difficult it is for them to communicate with
each other, to understand each other, to understand each other's at
titudes and beliefs and concepts, Nonetheless, the farther apart two
people are, the more each can learn from the other. That is the point.
Perhaps this is the point of Black Expression Month as well. Do we
not run a considerable risk of being buried in stagnant provincialism
and ingnorance if we choose to associate only with persons who are
carbon copies of ourselves and if we choose to ignore those who are
refreshingly different? THE SHADOW and THE GHOST are different,
granted, but we have discovered that getting to know each other is
worth our continuing efforts.
Can we all become something more than we are? The challenge is
great, but so are the rewards. Can we reach out to someone who is
different? Can we bridge the gap which separates us from him? Can
we appreciate what he can do for us?
THE SHADOW and THE GHOST do. Do You ?

The new Toyota Carina.
It won't cramp you
or your pocketbook.

means of unifying the dormitory
and a means of communications
for Snarr Hall students," says
Steve Briggs, of Snarr Hall.
The original idea was to have
the dorm council do the work on
the paper, but now the staff in
cludes the whole dorm.
The paper has no set deadline
to meet.
It is distributed door to door in
the dorm. About 175 copies are
made of the 8 page newspaper,
150 for the dorm and others given
to administrators such as the
dorm director and Housing Office
director.

White...
great match
forcolor
Pedwin whites. They're
made with style.
And they work great
with clothes of just
about any cut and color.

The economical Carina is filled with room. Leg room.
Head room. Shoulder room.
It's also filled with some surprising features. Like front
disc brakes. White wall tires. Nylon carpeting. Reclining
bucket seats. Plus loads more.

NOBODY WALKS AWAY

M

MUSCATEL. L
CHEVROLET

1617 Main Avenue, Fargo, N.D.

Dial 293-7500
67 BROADWAY

FARGO, N. DAK. 58102

loilw
alon

DIAMOND
RINGS

TV viewing or AM/FM listening,
at home or on the go
comes all in one compact portable
from Panasonic. 5" diag. TV screen.
TV and radio powered by built-in
batteries. AC adaptor/recharger,
sun-shield, earphone included. Take
it along-from TEAM!
PANASONIC TR-475

169.95
• Registered. • Insured
Choose with confidence

NEUBARTH'S
"Tfc* City Hoi h Jvat Acr—a
Tlw Sir—t"
in MOORH1AO
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dormitory newspaper
competes with ADVOCATE
Snarr Hall is putting out a
newspaper, the Snarr In
dependent News or SIN, as it is
known.
The paper is staffed by Snarr
residents and printed in the
housing office. The only expenses
are the paper it's typed on and
the dittos.
The paper includes advice
columns similar to "Dear Abby"
dorm news, student poetry
rumors, social news, an arts and
crafts column, a janitor column,
classified ads and a calendar of
coming events.
The purpose of the paper is "a

advocate

TEAM
ELECTRONICS

advocate
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coed dorm living called
'natural, desirable, relaxing'
By Steve Bond
Maybe communal freaks would
not quiver with excitement when
viewing the 2nd, 3rd and 4th
floors of Neumaier Hall. There
are many differences between a
coed dorm and a commune.
However, these three floors in
Neumaier seem to benefit in
dividuals in a similar manner.
For the coed life-style at MSC
develops a sense of community
and a feeling of togetherness.
As an experiment this year,
these floor were granted to
students who expressed a desire
for change. Several felt the usual
dormitory was structured
unrealistically and that coed
stiuations would benefit them.
Male and females are segregated
only by common lounges and a
hallway.
Some students said their
parents were initially upset over
the idea of a coed dorm, feeling it
might lead in the wrong direc
tion. Housing officials, expecting
this parental concern, made it a
policy to notify the parents of
those under 21 if these students
decided to make the change to a
coed dorm. However, so far there
Getting up before seven isn't so bad if you have someone to talk to have been no complaints from
before going over to breakfast. Sandy Daak and Kevin Segrud wait for
Kise to open before breakfast and an 8 o'clock class.

parents or from the public.
Students on the coed floors feel
it is a natural living situation. A
resident assistant remarked,
"We feel this is a normal living
situation, whereas the usual onesexed dorm is abnormal, if not
perverted."
The students feel that
stereotypes of the opposite sex
are destroyed in the coed dorms.
They claim there is a greater
understanding between the sexes
and that relationships between
individuals become more per
sonal.
They emphasize that coed
living brings about a much more
relaxed atmosphere that it is far
more civilized. A girl claimed
that living in an all-girl dorm was
like living with a "bunch of hyper
girls couped up in a cage." She
said the coed situation is much
more peaceful and relaxed.
A male student said there is a
greater tolerance of one another
and that there is more respect for
the needs of individuals. He felt
that more meaningful
relationships occur between the
sexes and that the coed situation
allows people to meet each other
on an informal basis.

None of the students In
terviewed felt they would want to
move back into sex-segregated
dormatory facilities. However,
they stressed that coed living
may not be suitable for everyone
and that some students might get
"uptight."
Despite what one might guess,
the coed floors do not infringe
upon an individual's privacy. In
fact, several said that if privacy
is desired, it is easier too obtain
on the three Neumaier floors than
it is in any other dorm on cam
pus.
Other Minnesota colleges, such
as MaCalester College and South
west College State, have ex
perimented with coed living. A
MSC, the future of coed dormatories will rely heavily on
student demands. Housing
Director Elliot Garb said that at
this time, there are no reasons to
discontinue the idea. He said
applications for next year's
houring will be delivered to
students within the next two
weeks.
.Presently, only upper
classmen are offered the coed
option.

Sandy and Kevin get up with in minutes of each other.

Doing laundry together saves money and two people make the job
•easier. Also, it's easier to sort out your clothes when some are a girl's,
and some guy's.
Photos By Jeff Carter

It's About Hme For
Keg Patties At Undenwood Park

BUY YOUR KEGS
At The BEER DEPOT
1301, South 5, Fargo
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meditation offers peace of mind
Has your roommate been
acting a little strange lately? Has
he been getting up 20 minutes
early every morning and
disappearing 20 minutes before
supper each evening?. If so,
your're probably living with one
of the almost 30 transcendental
~"»HitAtors on the MSC campus.

The practice, known to its
devotees as "TM", has been
brought to this area by Students
International Meditation Society
(SIMS).
TM involves a simple
technique, according to Dr.
Dinah Childress: "Anyone who
can think can learn todo this. It is
a simple mechanical technique

that allows the mind to turn
within as a preparation for
dynamic activity. It uses a
natural tendency of the mind to
move to what pleases it most."
Dr. Childress, a researcher
with a Ph. D. in insect genetics,
has been involved for about three
years and serves as the area
checker — tn make cure Ihneo

new to the process continue to do
it correctly.
The course costs $35 for about
six hours of training (two free
lectures, one individual 15minute session, and three group
sessions). After completing the
course, meditation is expected 20
minutes each morning and
evening.

Students
experience
benefits
By Jeff Carter
One month after taking the
Transendental
Meditation
course, Rick Johnson, Fargo,
sophomore, says he would do it
again. He tells people who ask
him that the expereince is worth
while and has positively affected
his life.

Steve Pollack, initiator and teacher, described the TM concept of the nature of thought.

Rick is an average MSC
student whose expereience is
typical: no extreme change, but
definite benefits from the
mediations.
The test of TM is ho w it affects
the individual's daily activities.
Rick explained that while there
were a few definite results ,
mostly the effect has been
amorphous and possibly coin
cidental.
One definite change is that he is
more relaxed. He was not a
bundle of nerves before, but he is
noticeably worried less by
problems that he cannot do
anything about.

Dinah Childress found Rick's blood pressure to be normal. She is making a study of the possible
effects of TM on people with high blood pressure. Several scientists have found that when a person with
high blood pressure becomes a meditator, it lowers, or may become normal.

TM has helped him to be more
tactful. He explained that's
because he's been able to un
derstand people better
psychologically and not hurt
them unintentionally. Rick
claimed TM has also helped him
to look into situations and people
deeper, and analyze, rather than
react on a surface level.
Rick says that some changes,
like the fact that he is more in-

Meditators attribute a
miraculous list of benefits to TM,
from mere relaxation to curing
drug dependency. The
meditators at MSC are well
satisfied.
"Meditation is a tool to finding
yourself," says Mark Nemzek,
Minneapolis, Mn., freshman.
"Meditation has made me more
at ease with myself. I don't need
as much security from other
people." Mark is the local
president of SIMS and has been
meditating for about six months.
Another meditator claims that
her attitudes have changed since
beginning TM. "I'm a lot calmer. "
I can really a difference when I
miss a session; I don't feel as
energetic and I can't sleep as
well."
Although the majority of
meditators refer to TM as
something that happens in your
minds, studies have shown
physiological effects. During
meditation, heart beat slows,
blood pressure drops, and the
body reaches a state of deep rest.
There were no meditators who
felt that the $35 was a loss. "I'd
urge everyone to share in this"
experience," said a freshman
coed woman from Moorhead.
The next free introductory
lecture will be held at 4 p.m. April
26, in Biology Hall Auditorium.

volved in activity at school and
has a lead part in the community
theater, are coincidental and
probably have nothing to do with
TM. Another example, Rickhasn't had a cold since he started
meditating (TM claims
meditators claim less illness
because of the deep rest TM
gives).
Although he misses quite a few
of the twice-daily meditations, he
thinks he still benefits. Rick
believes the TM principle that
meditating regularly is better,
but wants to do it when he feels
the need, and doesn't always
have time to meditate.

PONDEROSA
GOLF COURSE

NOW OPEN!

• 9 Holes
• 34 Par
• Club House
• Grass Greens
15 Miles East of Moorhead

Enter at Buffalo River State Park

Rick Johnson and the group he was taught with had a short grojjp meditation during each learning
session. During each meeting the new meditators bring up problems and discuss their experiences
Photos

By Jeff Carter
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Terry Lynk

Dean Hoistad

Steven Briggs

Dan Purcell

student advisors for City Council
A Student Advisory Committee
composed of students from
Moorhead's two colleges,
Moorhead Area Technical In
stitute and high school was
recently established by Mayor
Dwaine Hoberg.
Their biggest goal at present is
publicizing the committee and its
functions.
The group will work closely
with a similar committee
(Citizens Advisory Committee)
consisting of businssmen, senior
citizens and many others in the
community.
It is hoped that throgh this
student committee a link may be

established between the students
and the community.. Hoberg
commented, "Some people have
told me that no one listens to the
students."

"I hoped that by establishing
this committee I could have some
sounding board among young
citizens," Hoberg added.

Dan Purcell, Minneapolis, MN,
senior and chairman of the
group, is working with the
committee to investigate what
existing committees there are in
Moorhead and what their pur
poses are.

Terry Lynk, Moorhead,
To accomplish this, he has Other members of the group SOphomore.
assigned one student to a com from MSC include Steve Briggs,
mittee.
Dawson, MN, sophomore; Dean
Times for the group are the
Hoistad, Moorhead junior and fjrsj an(j tf-,jrcj Wednesdays of
Subjects discussed thus far
each month.
have been the liquor problem in
this area, public relations and
We Specialize in'Custom PainI)
solid waste disposal. The main
and Fiberglass Bodies
topic of concern has been the
liquor problem.
They have discussed programs
about how to prevent underage
youths from obtaining alcohol
and prevent those of legal age
from over-imbibing and con
tributing to car accidents. The
bar or liquor store owner will be
protected but not penalized by
such a program.

AUTO BODY
FREE ESTIMATES

1522 MAIN-FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA 58102

232-2703Dial

Sigma Tau Gamma Fraternity
presents

alon
Easy cassette recording
and AM/FM pleasure

I Believe In Music

li

Thursday & Saturday,
April 27 & 29, 1972

ff

TEAM

115 South 8th Str.
Moorhead *>33-7516
Open Evenings Monday thru
Friday

Center for the Arts Auditorium
at Moorhead State College
Tickets Available In The Union
or At The Door
AH Seats —$1.25

come at a new low price. Take it
along anywhere on batteries or AC
power. Recorder features fast for
ward, play, stop, rewind, and can
record directly from AM/FM radio.
Remote mike with stand, batteries,
earphone, and 60 minute blank tape
included. REALTONE 7825

8:00 p.m.

ELECTRONICS

moor hand
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Student Senate explores
student economic problems

exhibition
and sale
original
graphics

Implementation of student
discounts and review of rent
increases are two proposals
being studied by the restructured
Student Senate Co-Op Com
mittee.
Members of the committee
have solicited the support of

purchases may be charged

MSC - Center
For The Arts
Tuesday, Apr. 25

Concordia and North Dakota
State University student
governments to form a union of
approximately 15,000 students.
With this union of students, the
committee is proposing to obtain
outright percentage discounts for
their respective constituencies

The Keg

10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

620 2nd Ave. N., Fargo

CHAGALL, BASKIN, ROUAULT, DAUMIER AND MANY OTHERS
ARRANGED BY FERDINAND ROTEN GALLERIES
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

235-2102
LOWEST PRICES ON CHILLED
BEER AND KEGS IN TOWN.

We build cars Sotheycan
to win in East survive on
Main SL, ILSJL
Africa.

from various businesses in the
Fargo-Moorhead area. This
proposal was unanimously
passed at all three colleges.
According to a committee
spokesman, the businesses will
receive a letter inviting them to
offer discounts to all college
students in the Tri-College area.
A booklet will then be compiled
listing the participating mer
chants and distributed to
students next fall.
The committee is also in the
process of investigating rent
hikes by landlords. "The purpose
of the study is to inform offcampus students whether their
landlords are abiding by the
regulations in the Pase II Wage
and Price Controls" stated a
committee official.
Off campus students are
requested to report any increase
in their apartment rent since
August 15, 1971 to the Student
Senate. The committee —
working with the Internal
Revenue Service — will deter
mine if there has been any
violations.
Students reporting increases
should include 1) the landlord's
name, 2) date and amount of
increase, and 3) list any im
provements to the apartment
dwelling.

Tin- East African Safari
is more than a rally. It's a fiendish
torture test that pits a ear against .'1.800 miles
of desert, jungle, veldt and the toughest kind
of international competition. Datsun has won it
against the best in the world two years in a row
Built into
every Datsun is a little
of what we learned on the
way to winning the East African Safari,
the Trans-Am Championship, the American
Road Race of Champions and all the other races we've
won. Features like our safety front disc brakes,
independent rear suspension, overhead cam engine and
unibody construction have played a big part in our
racing successes.

F-AA Automart
3151 Main, Forgo
Phone 237-3352

Forty-four pages,
bound in textured white
fabric, for shower, honey
moon and wedding pic
tures, and souvenirs of the
engagement and wedding.
It's yours free with your
Keepsake Diamond Ring!

But more important, they make the Datsun you buy
a lot more car for your money. They're the advantage
we have over the other cars in our price class. In almost
any price class. Some people would like to believe that
winning races isn't everything. But it sure beats
whatever's

Keepsake'
REGISTERED

DIAMOND

R I N G S

D/\TSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

1200 Coupe

Q**

510 2 Doc Scior

v
51C 4 Door

510

**•

PiC>ufj

*

240 7

%

Datsun prices start at *2,100"complete.
(•Mfyrr's. sugsested retail price for 1200 Sedan, excluding tax. license, freijrht and handliiiR. dealer preparation.)

Madsen's
Jewelry

monrh^nd

,

-
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Black fashion show;
a movin' experience
By Donna Bart
Featuring the sounds of Isaac
Hayes' "Shaft," the Black
Women's Organization (with a
little help from Concordia
friends) presented a movin' show
of Black fashion, April 16.
Their theme "Soul Unlimited"
expressed itself through the
showings of the aware,
sophisticated, and talented
Black. A special presentation
was made by Chicano sister
Grace Romero, Carrizo Springs,
Tx, sophomore and two Con
cordia students from Ethiopia,
Tilahun Eahatu and Zelalem
Yilma in their national costumes,
r Timothy X, Student Senator
and Anita Alexander, a Con
cordia student were there to
emcee it all.
Leading off the show were Judy
Floyd, Birmingham, AL, fresh
man and Eddie Thornton, Con
cordia student. Judy chose a
smart black mini in an orange
and white diamond print. Black
vinyl lace-up boots and a
crocheted hat totaled up to a
groovin' look.
Her partner went for brown in a
bit way and came up with shirt,
slacks and sportswear jacket all
in earthy shades of it.
Super described the outfit worn
by Mary West of Concordia. The
low cut hot pink halter dress was
slit to the thighs to reveal a
matching pair of hot pants.
For sportswear, there was
nothing like Debbie Reed's white
on white knit pants and pucker
tank top. Underneath it she wore
a geometric print purple shirt. A
purple belt set off the white pants
beautifully.
Not to be outdone by the
women, the guys made a strong
showing in such clothes as
burgundy jeans topped by a knit
burgundy, white and pink striped
shirt worn to its best advantage
by Concordian Wihbe Dekele. His
school chum was a gas in maroon
slacks and shades of Joseph
multi-colored jacket.

Eric Cotter, Condordia jumped
from the pages of a muscle
builder book in a cherry red
Charles Atlas tank top with navy
banding. Accompanying the look
were navy slacks and jacket.
On to swimwear! Another girl
from Concordia, Joyce, made the
beach scene in a suit beaming as
bright yellow as old Sol himself.
Stepping out in elegance was
the sophisticated Black por
trayed by Lyneice Dobbins,
Detroit, Ml, junior, in a floor
length purple and pink print
dress. It was sleeveless with
empire styling.
Josie West, Concordia, was
dynamite in a floor length black
lace coat. Appearing under cover
were lace hot pants and a midriff
top.
Josie West, Concordia, was
dynamite in a floor length black
lace coat. Appearing under cover
were lace hot pants and a midriff
top.
The ethnic look was next on the
scene. Here the talented Black
was expressed through Debbie
Reed in one of her own creations.
Her soft pink robe with beige
pinstripes was in a toga style
leaving one shoulder beautifully
bare. A gela in the same material
crowned her head.
Another exclusive creation was
worn by Ann Morris, Winter City,
Ms, junior. A light colored sari
style robe and a matching gela
were set off by the latest in shoes,

strapped cord sandals mounted
on two inch heels.
With strains of festive south of
the border music in the
background, Grace danced onto
the platform displaying a pure
Mexican look in a red fingertip
length poncho. When unbottoned
a peasant blouse also in red and a
coordinating drindl shirt could be
seen.
The two Ethiopians, Tilahun
Eahatu and Zelalum Yilma
brought the show to a close in a
truly ethnic way with their
national costumes..
Fashions were provided
through the courtesy of Black's
Store and Strauss of Fargo.

Drs. Carlson & Larson

OPTOMETRIST

DR. HARLAN GEIGER

OPTOMETRIST

Contact Lenses

702 Center Ave., Moorhead
233-1624

CONTACT LENSES
515 1st Ave. N.

Ph. 235-1292

COMING SOON

HONDA
XL 250

University Motors
1920 12th Ave. Mo., Forgo
235-6478

Been Ripped
By Your
Landlord Lately?
If your land lord has raised your rent since
August 15, 1971, turn him into the Student
Senate by calling or coming in. If the raise
is unauthorized, legal action will be taken
on your behalf.

FOR SALE
1971 Duster, 340; automatic,
Thermo quad, posi, Keystone
mags, new wide tires, tape
deck, tach, $3600. Rod Thiel,
Dumont, Minn. 612-287-2240.

CORDLESS MASSA6ER
Deep pulsating vibrations
bring massaging relief to
aching muscles, stimulates
circulation. Battery operated.
Unbreakable — 7" long Uses 2
"C" batteries. $4 with. batt.
Add 5 percent sales tax Elva
Co., P.O. Box 24471, San
Francisco, Ca. 94124.

"SHADOW "

Sigma Tau Gamma Fraternity
presents

I Believe In Music

n

Thursday & Saturday,
April 27 & 29, 1972

Every Tuesday at 7:30
on KMSC 650 Radio

Center for the Arts Auditorium
at Moorhead State College
Tickets Available In The Union
or At The Door
All Seats — $1.25

8:00p.m.

VV

7 baseball games rained out

weather plagues Dragons
After a week of limited activity
because of inclement weather,
spring sports squads at MSC hope
to find more extensive action this
week.
Only the Dragon track and
tennis teams were able to
compete as scheduled last week.
The Dragon track squad per
formed well in their first outdoor
assignment of 1972 — the Manitou
Relays at St. Olaf, while MSC's
latest tennis edition split duals
with Valley Cith State College (90) and Condordia College (4-5).
A week of low temperatures
and excessive moisture most
drastically affected the baseball
Dragons, who had seven games
postponed last week.
Doubleheaders with Concordia
College and Mayville State
College during the week had to be
scratched because of the weather
and a three-game Northern In
tercollegiate Conference series at
Minnesota-Morris last weekend
also had to be scrubbed.
The poor weather confined the
Dragon golf team to indoor
practice sessions all week, and
coach T. E. Smith bypassed the
Dickinson State Invitational
April 15 as a result.
All four teams are slated for
action again this week, however.
An outlook by sports:

BASEBALL
Seven games in seven days is
the baseball forecast for the
Dragons this week, but coach Bill
Thomas and his Dragon squad,
will again keep an anxious eye on
the uncooperative weatherman.

The Dragons face a nonconference meeting at 3 p.m.
April 18, with North Dakota State
University at Jack Williams
Stadium in Fargo. MSC hopes to
begin NIC play with a three-game
set at Marshall, MN, this
weekened against Southwest
State College.
The Dragons and the Golden
Mustangs meet in a single game
at 3 p.m. April 21. A
doubleheadheader is set for noon,
April 22. MSC will also meet
M i n n e s o t a - Mo r r i s in a
rescheduled tripleheader April
24, at Morris.
Thomas is expected to use
freshman Larry Higdem, Detroit
Lakes, MN, at first base, senior
Daryl Oja, Wadena, MN, at
second, junior Dan Retherford,
Franklin, OH, at shortstop and
junior Paul Heerwald, Moorhead
at third base.
Senior Paul Dobis, Hibbing,
MN, will start in center field,

River, MN, and Heerwald.
"The bad weather really hurt
us," Thomas mentioned April 17.
"Sitting inside after returning
from our trip didn't help,
especially with our pitching
rotation."
"With six conference games
coming up in four days, our
pitching staff certainly has its
work cut out for it. We expect to
use several pitchers against
NDSU in hopes it will sharpen
their control" Thomas continued.
The Dragons currently stand 14 overall.

TENNIS
Dragon Tennis coach Bob
Bromme hinted some lineup

changes may be made after the
match April 17 with the
University of North Dakota.
The Dragons have one
remaining indoor match
scheduled, a 5:30 p.m. meeting
with Minnesota-Morris April 24,
at Alex Nemzek Hall.
"We may have to make some
lineup changes after tonight's
match," Bromme mentioned
April 17. "Our play in doubles has
been disappointing, with the
exception of our No. 2 doubles
team."
The No. 2 unit of sophomores
Gary Harris, Detroit Lakes, MN,
and freshman Rick Stang
Moorhead, posted a 5-1 dual
record prior to the meeting with
UND.

flanked by juniors Fran Miller
Beardsley, MN, and Kevin
Reitze, Moorhead. Sophomore
Bill Ford, Moorhead will be
behind the plate.
Because of the demanding
schedule, the Dragon pitching
rotation is far from settled.
Strongest prospects for starting
assignments during the con
ference affairs include junior
Mike Wilson, Dumont, MN,
sophomore George Spanish,
Hibbing, MN, senior Jim
Dissmore, Park Rapids, MN,
senior Kirk Holmes, Middle

slant en sports
BY DAVE MARTIN
Several weeks ago, the Advocate printed this columnist's story
dealing with the campus opinion as concerned with the funding of
intercollegiate athletics at MSC. The general consensus of the 100-plus
persons interviewed, was that some changes were necessary in the
MSC athletic program and funding there-of.
An often-voiced opinion was that men's intercollegiate athletics at
this school should be de-emphasized in favor of expanding women's
and intramurals athletics programs. Another front-running opinion
was that a student admission charge of some sort should be instituted.
This writer cannot see why both ideas could not be incorporated into
the present system, keeping all concerned happy. A little give-andtake might be necessary, but the idea is feasible, and might be an
answer.
A good case can be presented for all three activities, and any at
tempt to minimize one activity in favor of another seems to be not only
unfair, but also unnecessary. All are, or should be, a desirable and
functional part of campus life. All three can be, if given a chance.
Take men's intercollegiate athletics first. Almost every college and
university in the nation has an intercollegiate sports program. These
schools often gain prestige and popularity through their competitive
sports program. School pride and spirit center around athletic
achievements. Then, too, athletics are a good training ground for
future physical education teachers and coaches.
Moving on to women's intercollegiate athletics, one can also sight
several acceptable arguments for such a program. Competition in the
area of female sports is relatively new, but certainly a positive step in
the right direction. Men have such a program, and it appears to be an
asset; so, then, should women have benef icial programs. Despite what
some may say, athletics still teaches a great deal to an individual, and
remains a rewarding experience for most. Are women to be deprived
of these experiences? I, for one, sincerely hope not.
Finally, intramurals athletics are finally coming into their own
(rightful) places in a college's total offering.
The best argument for men's, women's and co-ed intramurals ac
tivities is that is gives all who desire, a chance to compete. It provides
pleasurable experience and competition while still teaching many of
the ideas and ideals of intercollegiate competition. It also brings into
focus the new 'lifetime sports' and 'leisure-time recreation' concepts.
This columnist appeals to the better judgement of those learned
representatives of student interests here at MSC: Please don't forget
the merits of these programs as you consider the 1972-73 budget
requests. The case is clear: Athletics are good for community, college
and students. A vote to seriously trim or eliminate funds for these
activities is a vote not in keeping with the best interest of the students
you represent.

Bromme used senior Paul
Sundahl, Wadena, Mn, at No. 1
singles, with sophomore Larry
Olson, Moorhead, at No. 2, Harris
at No. 3, Stang at No. 4,
sophomore Sam Schroyer,
Pipestone, MN, at No. 5 and
junior Jack Olson, Fargo North
at No. 6 in singles play against
UND.
Bromme paired Sundahl and
Larry Olson in No. 1 doubles with
Stang and Harris in No. 2 and
Schroyer and sophomore Rick
Underberg, Buffalo, MN, in No. 3.

GOLF
After withdrawing from the
Dickinson State Invitational last
weekend, golfers hope to get
outdoors for their first local meet
April 22, when the Dragons face
Concordia College at Edgewood
beginning at 11 a.m. MSC will
meet NDSU April 23 at 2 p.m. at
Edgewood.
"It just wasn't practical for us
to compete last weekend. We
haven't been able to get out
doors since we returned from our
trip to Oklahoma," coach T. E.
Smith menioned Monday.
"We'll use all 18 golfers on our
present roster this week, but
we'll designate six individuals on
Saturday and seven on Sunday
for team scoring. It's almost
impossible to tell at this point
who our top golfers are," Smith
added.

TRACK
After an impressive outdoor
debut, the Dragon track squad
journeys to Aberdeen, SD, April
22, for the annual Northern State
College Invitational at 11:30 a.m.
MSC finished third in the
Northern States' Invitational last
spring, the Dragons' poorest
performance of the entire year.
The Dragon 880-yard relay unit
set a Manitou Relay meet record
April 15 at St. Olaf with a 1:30.6
clocking. The MSC outdoor
record is 1:30.4. Relay members
included senior Greg Staszko,
Fargo, junior Ray Farwell,
Alberta, CA, junior Gary Tapper,
Park Rapids, MN, and freshman
Chuck Leach, St. Paul, MN.
Freshman hurdler Bob Jappe,
Tracy, MN, set a meet record
with a : 14.6 time in the 120 yard
Preparing to serve, Paul Sundahl, senior from Wadena, MN, holds a
high hurdles. His winning time in
record of 2-3 in the number one singles position for the Dragons, and
the finals was : 14.9.
has teamed with Larry Olson in doubles competition for a 1-2 record.
MSC's mile relay team was
second to Hamline with a 3:23.8
performance. The Dragons were
also second in the 440 relay
(:43.5), the 480 shuttle hurdle
relay (1:03.7) and the two mile
BASEBALL
relay (8:01.3).
April 18 — North Dakota State University at home.
Junior Dale Robley, Pelican
April 21 — Southwest State College at Marshall, MN. Rapids, MN, was was second shot
April 22 — Southwest State College doubleheader at put with a toss of 52-2 VA while
Leach was second in the 100.
Marshall, MN.
Junior John Lindstrom,
April 26 — University of Minnesota-Duluth Moorhead, was fourth in the high
doubleheader at home
jump and Tapper fourth in the
100.
TENNIS
No team points were kept at the
April 24 — University of Minnesota-Morris at home
Manitou Relays.
5:30.
"We placed in most events, and
April 27 — North Dakota State University at Island that was satisfying," Dragon
Park in Fargo at 1 p.m.
coach Ron Masanz said April 17.
"We wanted more first place
GOLF
April 22 — Concordia College at home at Edgewood in finishes, but our overall per
formance was encouraging. I was
Fargo.
especially pleased with the
April 23 — NorthDakota State University at home at sprinters — Leach, Tapper, and
Edgewood in Fargo.
Steve Hoium, Moorhead, MN.
"We are looking forward to the
April 25 — Alumni Meet at the Moorhead Country
meet this weekend at Aberdeen,"
Club.
Masanz continuted.
OUTDOOR TRACK
"The competition should be
April 22 — Northern States Invitational at Aberdeen, excellent; we hope to do much
SD.
better than our third place finish
April 28 — Bemidji Invitational at Bemidji.
of a year ago," Masanz added.

Dragons sports

Moorhead area recreation facilities
Map and site compilations by Steve Webber
In an area that boasts such recreational opportunities
as does Fargo and Moorhead, the only logical excuse for
students not enjoying outdoor activities is the weather.
Since facilities on campus are not always available,
students should not be discouragd, but use the adjoining
map of the area to find an outlet for their golf, tennis or
picnic interests.
Though use of most of the park areas is confined to the
daylight hours, tennis enthusiasts can indulge at more
than one site after dark under flood lights.
The recreation areas and their facilities are listed
below with their matching numbers located on the map.
1. Town and Country Golf Course
South on Highway 75

2. Fargo Country Club
Country Club Drive, 26th Ave. S.

3. El Zagel Golf Course
Elm St., 15th Ave. N.

4. Edgewood Public Golf Course
North on Evergreen St.

5. Moorhead Country Club
North on 11th St.

6. Moorhead High School
Oak Way, 4th Ave. S.

7. Hansmann Park
7th Ave., 19th St. N.

8. Davey Memorial Park
8th St., 2nd Ave. N.

9. MSC Tennis Courts
16th St., 9th Ave. S.

10. Concordia Tennis Courts
8th St., 12th Ave. S.

11. Island Park
5th Ave., 4th St. N.

12. Ben Franklin Tennis Courts
9th St., 12th Ave. N.

13. NDSU Tennis Courts
University Drive N.

14. Oak Grove Park
West on 5th Ave. N.

15. Lindenwood Park
17th Ave., 5th St. S.

16. Gooseberry Mound Park
Rivershore Drive, 22nd Ave. S.

17. Fargo YMCA and YWCA
2nd St., 1st Ave. S.

18. Matson Field
llth St., 13th Ave. N.

19. Jack Williams Stadium and Mickelson Field
Elm St., 9th Ave. N.

20. Jake Christianson Stadium
llth St., 6th Ave. S.

21. Fargo Coliseum
10th St., 17th Ave. N.

22. Romkey Park
19th St., 12 Ave. S.

23. Woodlawn Park
4th St., 5th Ave. S.

24. Moorhead Municipal Swimming Pool
19th St., 12th Ave. S.

25. Knapp Park
4th Ave., Elm St. S.

26. South Junior High
llth St., 20th Ave. S.

27. Aim Park
14th Ave., 15th St. S.

28. Lamb Park
14th Ave., Rivershore Drive S.

Key's Interstate Standard
Specializing In

USDA CHOICE STEAKS
+ LUNCHEONS + DINNERS
+ HEARTY SANDWICHES
America's Favorite Family Restaurants
1130 & 28th W. South Moorhead
233-8127

Tune Ups - Lube Jobs - AAA Service

(SnfMDA/tD)

Wrecker on Duty 24 Hrs.

"TIRE SALE NOW IN PROGRESS
At Interstate 94 and Highway 75, South Moorhead

Phone 233-3051

moor head

state

Senate debates NSA
By Gail Bancroft

Recent Student Senate debate
centered around the value of
retaining membership in the
National Student Association
(NSA). The organization,
founded in 1947, serves as
resource center for colleges
across the country.
Some senators questioned the
political leanings, indebtedness,
and value of NSA to MSC students
- is it worth $150 a year? In his
report to the Senate on April 10,
President David Strauss pointed
out that the political tendencies of
NSA are as vaired as its mem
bers. Possibly the organization
leans slightly to the left, but the
majority of students may also
tend slightly to the left, Strauss
said.
Until 1967, the CIA supported
NSA through various foundation
grants. When this practice was
exposed, NSA's budget fell from
$1 million to $300,000. In the

process of adjusting to the cut,
NSA incurred $500,000 in debts.
No debts have been incurred
since 1969 and it is estimated that
by fall 1972 only $10,000 will
remain to be paid. Currently
grants from the Ford, Carnegie,
and Danforth Foundations, along
with membership fees support
NSA's operations.
NSA emphasizes a grass roots
type of structure relating to
policy. The organization itself
doesn't initiate action but will act
upon request of member colleges.
Strauss, Vice-president John
Kingrey, Senator Phil Powell,
and Vicki Zitzow recently at
tended a regional NSA con
vention in Madison, Wis. Through
conference activities and
workshops, the four acquired
much information about NSA and
its value to MSC.
Available through

NSA

are

Northern School Supply Co.
NP Avenue and 8th Street
Fargo, North Dakota
In North Dakota since 1911

NSA could also supply "blue
prints" for developing a student
co-op program and a free legal
counseling service - also current
senate projects.
At the April 17 Student Senate
meeting, Senator Powell moved
that the Senate pay its $150
membership fee for the current
year, thus retaining membership
in NSA. The motion will be voted
on at the April 24 session.

+ INVITATIONS
* NAPKINS, BOOKS
* THANK YOU NOTES
A complete selection that
will please every Bride,
yet the prices are moderate.
100 INVITATIONS FOR $13.90 AND UP

Acme Printing Co.
18 South 8th

Phone 233-1 191

Moor head, Minn

Proceeds Shared With Vocational Training Center

10 LOCATIONS
432 10th St. South
Moorhead

N-

GO

I FOODS 1
GROCERIES
MONEY ORDER
BREAD
MILK
FROZEN FOOD

MEAT

The Good Guys Can Guide You.

CIGARETTES

DODGE

TRY OUR
DRY
CLEANING
SERVICE
24-HOUR SERVICE
GUARANTEED

COLD POP

Depend on it.

814 Center Ave.,
Moorhead

f

STOP

SNACKS

Going Places?

Balmer Motor Co.
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SHOP AT OUR STORE
FOR YOUR SCHOOL NEEDS

several publications relating to
faculty evaluation systems - a
current project of the Student
Senate. Most of NSA's in
formation, however, is based on
the premise that faculty and
administration accept the idea of
evaluations as good and wor
thwhile. Officials of the
organization were somewhat
taken back when the MSC
delegates asked for a convincing
rationale to present to te the MSC
faculty in order to establish an
evaluation system here.
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"J. voanno buy
Vow nandtcftp *©r rrxvj detik. He2S
always warded one."
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DART DEMON COUPE

Tel. 233-1573

01Iw
oilen
Your AM car radio +
our converter =
FM stereo listening as you travel!

No need to alter your AM car radio
installation-just add Standard's FM
stereo converter on top or under
dash or console, easily, and enjoy!
Accessories included
STANDARD RF-935 Regularly $49.95

TEAM
ELECTRONICS

Been Ripped Off
By Your
Landlord Lately?
If your land lord has raised your rent since
August 15, 1971, turn him into the Student
Senate by calling or coming in. If the raise
is unauthorized, legal action will be taken
on your behalf.

